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his huge card is essentially two
HD4850s strapped together.
It comes in two flavours, one
with a gigabyte of RAM and this
higher performing, but £50 more
expensive model with 2GB.
It’s a very strong performer, and in
some games at some resolutions
almost twice as good as a single 4850.
The problem: it’s wildly inconsistent
– Crysis barely benefits at all, for
example. Even after all this time
trying to perfect dual graphics card
drivers, they’re still as flaky as all hell.
Testing this card meant running
through the same benchmarks over
and over again just to make sure the
second chip was doing any work at all.
A couple of months ago, I’d have
said it was worth the hassle
for the fps. Next to the
other cards on this test,
though, it’s less convincing.

Speedlink Tube Headset £14

This has a supremely lightweight, if slightly
odd looking, frame. The sound quality is clear,
if a little lacking in bass punch, but for less than
£15 they’re hard to fault. 88
www.powerdrive-computers.com

65

Microsoft Sidewinder X8 £50

We prefer the body of the original, but
everything feels sluggish compared to this
4000DPI successor. It’s wireless, with a
convenient retractable charging cable. 81
www.microsoft.com

SPEC ◆ Shader cores 1600 ◆ Memory 2GB GDDR3 ◆ Core speed 625MHz ◆ Memory speed 1986MHz
◆ Crysis 33.53fps ◆ World in Conflict 30fps

HIS Radeon
4890
£199 HIS

K

eeping its head below the
£200 mark, AMD’s latest
Radeon is largely identical to
the outgoing flagship, the HD4870 –
but there’s a 100MHz speed
advantage in the newer card’s favour.
HIS’s current model is a stock card
without a lot to differentiate it from
its rivals, other than a lower price. It
holds its own against the more
expensive GeForce GTX 275 –
nearly equalling it in our Crysis tests.
Overall performance is a little less
consistent, and it fell behind in some
games. On a 22-inch or smaller
monitor it will still see you through
for the next couple of years. The real
problem is that it’s just not quite
enough of an improvement over the
older GeForce GTX 260
and Radeon HD4870 cards
to warrant spending the
extra money on.

82

SPEC ◆ Shader cores 800 ◆ Memory 1GB GDDR5 ◆ Core speed 850MHz ◆ Memory speed 1950MHz
◆ Crysis 48.40fps ◆ World in Conflict 43fps

Samsung Syncmaster
2493HM £262

A ‘proper’ 1920x1200 widescreen, unlike some
models, with more desktop space. Picture and
build quality are superb. 86
www.samsung.com

Thermaltake Bigwater 780 £137

A watercooler with two fan-assisted radiator
units. Both are internally mounted: the larger
one – with the reservoir and pump – takes up
five drive bays. Easy to fit but a bit noisy. 84
www.thermaltake.com
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